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ABSTRACT The Internet of Things (IoT) is rapidly becoming an integral component of the industrial market in areas such as automation and analytics, giving rise to what is termed as the Industrial IoT (IIoT). The IIoT promises innovative business models in various industrial domains by providing ubiquitous connectivity, efficient data analytics tools, and better decision support systems for a better market competitiveness. However, IIoT deployments are vulnerable to a variety of security threats at various levels of the connectivity and communications infrastructure. The complex nature of the IIoT infrastructure means that availability, confidentiality and integrity are difficult to guarantee, leading to a potential distrust in the network operations and concerns of loss of critical infrastructure, compromised safety of network end-users and privacy breaches on sensitive information. This work attempts to look at the requirements currently specified for a secure IIoT ecosystem in industry standards, such as Industrial Internet Consortium (IIC) and OpenFog Consortium, and to what extent current IIoT connectivity protocols and platforms hold up to the standards with regard to security and privacy. The paper also discusses possible future research directions to enhance the security, privacy and safety of the IIoT.

INDEX TERMS Industrial Internet of Things, IIoT, industrial networks, security and privacy.

I. INTRODUCTION

The adoption of the Internet of Things (IoT) technologies in industrial domains – termed as the Industrial IoT (IIoT) [1] – is enabling businesses to gain a competitive edge by enabling smart manufacturing, better decision making and data analytics [2]. The IIoT is mostly used to monitor and control critical infrastructures that are potentially exposed to various kinds of attacks [3]. Fig. 1 shows various Industrial IoT applications, covering smart cities, healthcare industry, intelligent transportation system, and device-to-device communication. In order to maintain a safe and reliable operation, it is important that proper security and privacy-ensuring mechanisms are put in place [4].

The IIoT is characterized by stringent deadline requirements and operations with serious safety and/or economic loss implications in the event of a security breach. Even

FIGURE 1. Overview of the industrial IoT applications [5].
The edge tier consists of end-points and edge-based gateway devices all making up a proximity-based network, which connects sensor devices, actuators and control systems together. The gateway devices provide a clustering point for the network, enabling bridged communications to the other network tiers. Connecting the edge tier to the platform tier is an access network. The access network is intended for data and control flow between the edge and platform tiers and may be implemented as an internet-based or mobile-network connectivity.

The platform tier contains service-based applications and middle-ware such as those used for network analytics and data transformation. This tier is connected to the tier above it by the service network. The service network allows for connectivity between the platform and enterprise tiers in the network and is typically Internet-based. The enterprise tier is used to host domain-based applications with business rules. It is also at this level that end users are able to interact with the network through specially designed interfaces.

Next we give a brief discussion of security requirements at each layer from two standardization bodies: Industrial Internet Consortium and OpenFog Consortium.

A. INDUSTRIAL INTERNET CONSORTIUM

The Industrial Internet Consortium (IIC) reference architecture provides detailed insight into the roles that cyber-physical technologies play at various tiers of the IIoT. Technology deployed at the network edge are classified under the functional view-point while bridging connectivity technologies form part of the implementation and information view-points. The implementation view-point gives the architectural patterns for the IIoT which describe network layouts and how information is transported in the network.

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that security services are required through all tiers of the architecture, from edge through to enterprise. This means data travelling though the various tiers also need to be secured continuously against malicious attacks and eavesdropping. According to the IIC’s best practise recommendations, an IIoT network should be able to [11]:

- Support authentication protocols providing non-repudiation at endpoint levels
- Allow cryptographically protected edge-to-cloud connectivity
- Allow cryptographically protected endpoint-to endpoint connectivity
- Provide trusted data transport with the use of quantum resistant cipher suites
- Use hardware security modules for secure key store
- Provide interoperability across multi-vendor systems
- Complete transport and connectivity protocol suite support

The IIC security framework expands upon the requirements defined within the reference architecture. As part of a security risk assessment on the communications and

though the type of security attacks that could be targeted against the IIoT are similar to those targeted against consumer IoT in nature, there is a difference in the degree of severity when an attack is successful. For example, whereas authenticating an illegitimate device to a consumer IoT network may cause some damage such as invasion of privacy or data theft, a similar attack on a typical IIoT could cause a huge disaster, such as disrupting the network, or forcing the network to take a hazardous action. As a result, the IIoT requires a higher-grade security mechanism that takes into account deadline requirements, nature of devices in the network, recovery mechanism in the event of an attack, and similar factors [6]. Privacy in the IIoT is made even more tricky due to the fact that data storage and processing is typically delegated to third-party cloud services, opening another attack dimension [7], [8].

A variety of industry standards and frameworks for device production, communication protocols, and security services and solutions have been proposed which detail mechanisms on how to best integrate the IIoT into industrial processes with strict safety guidelines. This work attempts to present an overview of the status of security and privacy within IIoT communications architectures with regards to industry framework requirements and current connectivity technologies. The work focuses on the current state of IIoT security from an industry perspective, and is not intended to be an overview of academic research in this area, or cover all possible security solutions for IIoT.

Summary of our contributions:

- We provide a taxonomic overview of the IIoT infrastructure; present standards for security requirements; and analyze relevant security protocols at various layers with regards to the said standards.
- We discuss how secure connectivity can be achieved in the IIoT by outlining a holistic picture of the IIoT, analysing how various protocols communicate with each other; what security vulnerabilities could potentially arise at various points; and what needs to be done to address such vulnerabilities.
- We outline research directions to address research gaps that we have identified.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents a taxonomic overview of the IIoT. Section III discusses the current state of various security protocols in the IIoT. Section IV discusses secure connectivity in the IIoT in the light of industry standards. Section V discusses privacy in the IIoT. Section VI discusses open problems and research directions. Section VII concludes the paper.
As part of guaranteeing these protections mechanisms such as authorization techniques, intrusion detection mechanisms, capacity planning, load-balancing and caching could be employed within the various tiers [10].

**B. OpenFog CONSORTIUM**

As a mechanism of bringing processing capability closer to the edge, fog-based IIoT networks introduce additional endpoint devices with larger processing and memory resources. Fog nodes often provide proxy and aggregation services to cloud servers on behalf of front-end devices [12]. As fog nodes may also be vulnerable to various IIoT security attacks, security mechanisms such as firewalls, secure remote access, anomaly detection and intrusion prevention systems are necessary to ensure the continued availability, integrity and confidentiality of an industrial network [12].

The Openfog Consortium’s architecture defines three layers, i.e., communications, services and applications security, and two operational planes, i.e., security provisioning and monitoring and management, at which connectivity security is required to be able to guarantee secure end-to-end communications. This architecture design aids in establishing interoperability between security solutions designed for the fog and security solutions designed for the general IIoT communications networks as the same device capabilities and connectivity protocols can be considered at each level of the provisioning architecture [12].

The communication security layer is used to govern the communications that are established between entities forming the Device-Fog-Cloud network hierarchy [12]. As part of the requirements, data and traffic flow confidentiality, integrity with recovery and detection, anti-replay protection, data origin and peer entity authentication and access control should be provided between node-to-cloud communication, node-to-node communication and node-to-endpoint communication. Non-repudiation of origins and destination may also be provided as an optional security service. Table 1 provides a condensed list of implementation requirements needed for secure communication at the communication security layer. The diversity in device communication protocols makes it more difficult to establish effective standards for node-to-device connectivity security across industry although adaptation of Internet protocol suites such as TCP, UDP and IP is slowly growing for wireless communications. All the security services defined previously, excluding non-repudiation, may be implemented over wired or wireless communication infrastructures through the use of well-established security protocols. Endpoint devices establish authentication using security credentials issued to the device at the inception of the
IIOt network while access control is established according to the security policies defined by fog service providers. The crypto-enabled embedded processors used by the endpoint devices are to be used to provide cryptographic operations while cryptographic key management is once again delegated to the monitoring and management operational plane. On devices with stricter resource constraints, manually installed keys are to be used in addition to symmetric cipher algorithms. However, such nodes must be installed in physically protected environments and connected through wired connections to fog nodes that are able to provide the larger suite of security services. A wide range of communications protocols, across multiple protocol stack layers, need to be supported to ensure interoperability between nodes and endpoints. Some of these protocols include IEEE 802.15, 802.11 and 6LoWPAN for WLAN and WPAN structures; WiFi, Bluetooth and Zigbee for the wireless; COAP for publish-subscribe communications; IPv6, TCP and UDP for network layer communications; and LISP for routing [12]. For security, some protocols include IEEE 802.1AR, 802.1AE, 802.1X, IPsec and DTLS. A complete list of protocols requiring support for node-to-endpoint communications is given in [12], [13].

III. CURRENT SECURITY IN IIOt TECHNOLOGY

In Sect. II, we discussed a tiered-architecture of the IIOt and various security requirements at each tier. In this section, we present the state of security protocols deployed at each tier, highlighting important security aspects.

A. IIOt EDGE CONNECTIVITY PROTOCOLS

A large number of connectivity protocols are available to provide secure communication throughout the IIOt. Looking at the IIOt network edge, wireless technologies are highly favoured, with the most popular protocols establishing wireless PAN or wireless LAN networks.

1) BLUETOOTH [IEEE 802.15.1] (WPAN)

Bluetooth was developed as a low power communication protocol for short range (1m to 100m) communication, operating within the 2.4GHz frequency band [14]. Depending on the class of devices, various connectivity ranges could be achieved [14]. In its native state, Bluetooth provides four access security modes, with mode 1 being insecure, mode 2 enforcing service level security, mode 3 enforcing link level security and mode 4 enforcing service level security with encrypted key exchange [14]. Modes 1 and 3 do not provide specifications of security services that were required in implementation, exposing the protocol and devices to a large number of security threats such as malware, denial of service, sniffing and surveillance, while mode 2 specified basic services such as authentication, confidentiality and authorisation [14]. Mode 4 gave the most thorough security service definitions with hashing being provided by SHA256, AES-CCM being used for encryption and secure simple pairing being used for key generation [14]. From Bluetooth 2.1 beyond, mode 4 was made mandatory for any Bluetooth communications and connections [14].

A variant of Bluetooth, called Bluetooth Low Energy or BLE, was developed as a cost and power consumption reduction protocol for Bluetooth transceivers while still providing connectivity ranges equivalent to classic Bluetooth [15]. The low power, low rate wireless transmission can achieve ranges between 10m to 1000m depending on the network configuration and the operational environment. Transmission power consumption is set to a maximum 20dBm (100mW) [15]. One restriction seen in BLE is that a device may only connect to one central device at a time as a result of the ad hoc communication topology [15]. This is not the most ideal for IIOt connectivity where an edge node is required to have connectivity relationships with and broadcast messages to multiple fog and gateway nodes for forwarding through the communication infrastructure.

BLE adds to classic Bluetooth security services to address privacy, authenticity and integrity of endpoint data. Within the link layer, AES128 is implemented for encryption of over-the-air data transmissions. If AES is not supported, data integrity and authenticity are guaranteed using an AES128-based CMAC [15]. To allow for privacy, BLE devices may change their addresses frequently to achieve pseudo-identity anonymity outside of trusted peer devices. A pairing process allows for the optional creation of trusted relationships between devices during which identity information and cryptographic keys are exchanged to allow for future communication autonomously.

TABLE 1. Summary of the OpenFog consortium security services and implementation requirements for IIOt connectivity and communications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security services</th>
<th>Implementation requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Node-to-Cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentication</td>
<td>HIIoT security credentials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-repudiation</td>
<td>HIIoT security credentials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data confidentiality</td>
<td>Cryptography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic flow confidentiality</td>
<td>Cryptography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access control</td>
<td>Service provider security policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data encryption</td>
<td>HW accelerators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications protocols</td>
<td>SOAP, COAP with WSS, TLS or DTLS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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2) ZIGBEE 802.15.4 (WPAN)
A standard of the Zigbee Alliance, the Zigbee connectivity protocol is the most common enhancement of IEEE 802.15.4 in the IoT, WSN and IIoT space [16]. Zigbee offers two networking standards – Zigbee Pro and Zigbee RF4CE—at network level with varying service offers depending on the requirements of the network application. Additional features such as node authentication, and cryptographic services for communications security are implemented on top of the base 802.15.4 standard from the network layer up to the enterprise tier with some Zigbee versions providing support for energy harvesting to extend the functional energy lifetime of Zigbee nodes [16].

Zigbee RF4CE is designed to provide simple, low-cost wireless networks for consumer electronics devices [17]. The RF4CE protocol protects against passive eavesdropping and message tampering by employing cryptographic transmission security [17]. Security services such as data confidentiality, authenticity and replay protection are included as part of the protocol definition with 128-bit cryptographic keys being generated during pairing operations and stored in secured pairing tables [17].

Zigbee PRO is designed to provide network connectivity and interoperability to IoT implementations utilising Zigbee compatible edge devices and is subsequently implemented on both the network and application layers of the OSI protocol stack [18]. Low processing power is provided for applications requiring low power connectivity and support for large networks is guaranteed through the use of 802.15.4 radios. Security in the PRO network depends on the ability to safeguard symmetric keys, how protection mechanisms and cryptographic operations are employed and the development of adequate security policies [18]. Secure key generation and AES128 for transmission encryption for some of the security mechanisms which can be used as part of the secure network configurations detailed during the drafting of the security policy [18].

3) IEEE 802.15.4 (WPAN)
IEEE 802.15.4 provides various protocol sub-variants for meeting various application requirements although all use the base 802.15.4a/b technology and protocol [16]. The goal of the 802.15.4 standard is to provide a basic communication, which other protocols and technologies are capable of implementing within the upper layers of their protocol stacks [16].

802.15.4 provides numerous security techniques at the MAC layer. Data integrity and confidentiality are provided within the protocol description using AES128 and AES128-based message authentication codes (MAC) which may be generated as 32, 64 or 128 bit long codes [19]. The standard uses 128-bit keys that can be shared with the two partners in the communication channel. Some of the essential security factors provided at the MAC layer include:

- Confidentiality: As secrecy is an optional issue in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, applications that need confidentiality for the exchanged data can use an AES encryption with 128-bit keys in the Counter (CTR) mode.
- Access control, Integrity, and Authenticity: Authentic and integrity applications can be achieved with the utilization of one of the security modes that adopts AES with the Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) approach to harvest a Message Integrity Code (MIC) or Message Authentication Code (MAC) concatenated to the exchanged data. The dual modes of CTR and CBC can be achieved using the encryption of CBC-MAC AES/CCM with a combined Counter to assure confidentiality, authenticity and integrity for the data link-layer
- Replay attack prevention: In a communications exchange, as long as a legitimate entity creates the message, it will concatenate with a correct MAC, which in turn will allow the destination to accept it. To prevent this kind of attack, the sender assigns a counter to each message to help the receiver reject packets with late order numbers.

One of the main challenges with 802.15.4 is in the establishment of an appropriate keying approach in order to prevent malicious attacks. The authors of [20] showed that the single shared session key approach cannot promise a defence from replay attacks in addition to the fact that the pairwise keying approach is not strongly supported. Moreover, they illustrated a scenario of a single-packet DoS attack over the AES-CTR approach. They also demonstrated that the IEEE 802.15.4 standard could not ensure confidentiality/integrity for acknowledgement packets.

4) NB-IoT (WWAN)
3GPP specified Narrowband IoT (NB-IoT), which is dedicated for low power and low data rate services that need good coverage and adaptable implementation. NB-IoT is based on LTE, which makes it compatible with the current LTE systems that utilize the advantages of the 4G network, such as long-range connectivity. In addition, NB-IoT offers end-to-end security, which leads to authentic and secure communications [21]. The NB-IoT efforts were launched by offering different proposals by several cellular vendors [22]. NB-IoT has three modes of operation [22]:

- Standalone mode: A NB-IoT carrier is achieved over a GSM carrier by reusing the 900 MHz or 1800 MHz.
- In-band mode: Segment of an LTE carrier frequency band is assigned as a NB-IoT carrier. The service provider assigns this allocation then the IoT devices are adjusted correspondingly. Having several and dissimilar service providers without coordination can led to unmatched frequency distributions.
- Guard band mode: A NB-IoT carrier is fixed between the LTE or WCDMA bands, which in turn, requires synchronicity between LTE and NB-IoT frequency bands.

On the other hand, however, the fully open access nature of unlicensed bands generates security issues. Some malicious nodes can launch traffic offloading on unlicensed bands.
to engender secrecy-outage for the corresponding IoT networks [23].

5) WirelessHART(WLAN)

Unlike the other protocols already considered, which all establish personal area networks, WirelessHART provides a local area network especially designed for industrial process control applications [24]. Proposed as an extension of the HART protocol and compatible with existing wired HART devices, WirelessHART allows a mesh topology to be used in industrial contexts and allows devices at the network edge to perform routing on data packets originating from neighbour devices through to gateway or fog devices [24]. Built upon IEEE 802.15.4, the protocol provides a platform for integrating wired devices in the industrial process into the wireless communications exchanged frequently within the IIoT [24].

To establish security within a HART network, information confidentiality and integrity, device authentication and information availability must be guaranteed. WirelessHART provides information integrity from mechanisms inherited from the 802.15.4 protocol [25]. Additionally, message integrity codes (MIC) and AES128 encryption are incorporated into the WirelessHART protocol to provide authentication and verification of layer information through the use of network and session keys [25]. Connectivity availability is threatened by interference with other wireless communication protocols although it has already been seen that WirelessHART employs multiple mechanisms to ensure coexistence within the frequency band with other network communications [25].

Two additional connectivity protocols may be used at the edge tier of the IIoT, operating at the link and network layers.

6) LoRaWAN(WWAN)

LoRaWAN is a higher layer protocol of LoRA that identifies the configuration and process of the complete edge system to transfer data to the Network Server (NS) over the Internet protocol [26]. LoRaWAN assures information secrecy by adopting AES128 [27] for encryption/decryption processes, MAC operations for data integrity and Over-The-Air-Activation (OTAA) to present the common ED authentication method.

Various security issues were discovered in LoRaWAN v1.0. [28], some of which were recovered in v1.1 [26]. Both LoRaWAN v1.0 or LoRaWAN v1.1 were shown to be vulnerable to complex jamming attacks, such as a selective-jamming attack in [29], as a result of wireless communication. Some remaining security vulnerabilities in LoRaWAN v1.1 were identified by the authors in [26] as:

- Cryptographic Primitives: Earlier researchers have showed some major flaws in AES using electronic codebook (ECB) mode [30], which is used to encrypt the join-accept message of LoRaWAN v1.1.
- Key Preloading: The key-control property assures that no partner in the network can fix the shared key to a predefined value with the intent to stop one party from having control over the other party [31]. The preloading process of the network and application keys in LoRaWAN v1.1 (NwkKey and AppKey) into the ED interrupts this anticipated feature.
- Infrastructure Trust: [32] illustrated some weaknesses of LoRaWAN v1.0 such as the bit-flipping attack, in which an adversary can change the content of a message over the connection between the network server and the application server. This attack is still applicable for v1.1 as declared in [27].
- Roaming: Roaming presents one of the main challenges for LoRaWAN v1.1. owing to the fact that it is vulnerable to bit-flipping attacks. The handover/roaming in v1.1 also creates more difficulties as it increases the risks for MITM attacks [33].

7) ISA100.11a (DATA LINK)

In September 2009, the International Society of Automation (ISA) introduced the industrial automation wireless system ISA100.11a [34]. ISA100.11a tries to achieve secure and reliable wireless communication for supervisory control applications and operates as a bridge between link and network layer protocols. In a similar way to WirelessHART, ISA100.11a uses AES symmetric encryption with a 128-bit key in the counter mode over a Cipher Block Chaining-Message Authentication Code (CBC-MAC). ISA100.11a can provide more direct connections in a peer-to-peer fashion than WirelessHART. The Security Manager in ISA100.11a has more precise roles than its peer in the WirelessHART; it includes device authorization for the joining phase as well as the key management process that includes re-keying, key archiving and key recovery. Dissimilar to WirelessHART, asymmetric keys is adopted for the joining phase in ISA100.11a. A similar WirelessHART end-to-end encryption is delivered at the Transport Layer. In 2014 new procedures have been introduced to improve ISA100.11a security in terms of sniffing, data falsification, spoofing, and replay attacks [35].

8) 6LoWPAN (NETWORK LAYER)

Some IIoT networks are being interconnected to the Internet using IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal Area Networks (6LoWPAN) [36], [37], which defines IP communication for resource-constrained networks. IPSEC [38] is used to provide security services at the network level in the conventional Internet. The heavyweight and complex nature of IPSEC means that it is not feasible for deployment in IIoT environments. In [39], a mechanism has been proposed to integrate IPSEC to (Industrial) IoT networks by extending the original implementation in such a way that it is feasible for tiny devices. This research direction is appealing because it is in keeping with the standard recommendation that it is advisable to extend a well studied security solution rather than invent a new one. Moreover, the authors of [39] demonstrate that IPSEC customized for IoT scales better than link layer solutions as the size of data and number of hops increases. IPSEC in IIoT also makes it possible for the provision of End-to-End (E2E) encryption [40] which is not otherwise
possible using traditional 802.15.4 link-layer security mechanisms.

### TABLE 2. Summary of wireless standard connectivity technologies for the IIoT edge network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>Channel Bandwidth (MHz)</th>
<th>Power (mW)</th>
<th>Trans. Range (m)</th>
<th>Provided Security Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bluetooth Classic [IEEE 802.15.1]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 [C3], 2.5 [C2], 100 [C1]</td>
<td>1-100</td>
<td>Hashing, data trans. encrypt. and pairing for secure key gen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLE</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10-1000</td>
<td>Data trans. encryption, CMAC, pseudo identity anonymity, trusted pairings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zigbee</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Vary</td>
<td>10-100</td>
<td>Node authen. comms crypto, symmetric key gen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE 802.15.4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10-75</td>
<td>Data integrity using MAC, Data trans. encryption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wireless HART</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Vary</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Authent. keys, message integrity codes, connectivity availability, data trans encryption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISA100.11a [41]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>AES/128 (CTR/CFB-MAC), Security manager, device authentication, key management, asymmetric keys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LoRaWAN [42]</td>
<td>0.125-0.500</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>$10^4 - 2 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>AES-128 encryption/symmetric key generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SigFox [42]</td>
<td>$10^{-3}$</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>$10^4 - 4 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>No encryption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB-IoT [43]</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>$10^4 - 10^5$</td>
<td>LTE encryption</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 depicts the differences and similarities present in the IIoT connectivity protocols. In all the analysed connectivity protocols, it can be seen that some form of security services has been provided as a part of the design specification. All the protocols analysed are capable of transmission within the 2.4 GHz band making anti-collision and interference protection an important consideration for the resulting IIoT network design in order to be able to sustain the availability of device transmissions. However, this also means that inter-device communication, and interoperability, are better achieved without requiring the introduction of frequency modulation to transform the transmissions into a common band. The direct relationship between the power consumption of transceivers and the achievable range of the protocol means that a detailed analysis will need to be made regarding the network design of the IIoT deployment. As the topology supported by the protocol also has an affect on the extensible transmission range; when selecting a connectivity protocol for use, the number of devices, the distance between them, the ability to extend that distance and the tolerable power consumption of the network must be given due consideration in order to be able to achieve an acceptable trade-off between cost and the effective operation of the network.

### B. IIoT PLATFORM CONNECTIVITY PROTOCOLS

As with the edge tier, platform connectivity protocols are available to provide communications between enterprise tier applications, edger tier gateways and middleware solutions.

1) CoAP

In the conventional Internet (TLS) [44] is used to provide security services such as confidentiality and integrity to application-level protocols such as HTTP. CoAP [36], which is a stripped-down version of the HTTP protocol for IoT devices running on top of the UDP protocol, relies on DTLS [45] to provide security services. This version is termed secure CoAP (CoAPs). While DTLS supports a wide range of cryptographic primitives, it was originally designed for network environments where message length was not an issue. As a consequence, deploying native DTLS in IIoT environments presents two challenges [46]. First, a big message payload results in data fragmentation, forcing IIoT devices to handle the overhead associated with fragmentation and reassembling of data. Second, fragmentation opens up new possibilities for fragmentation related attacks [47].

Efforts are being made to develop a lightweight version of CoAPs by compressing the underlying DTLS protocol using 6LoWPAN header compression mechanisms [46]. Given that CoAP is projected to become ubiquitous in many IIoT environments [48], there is a need for making CoAPs suitable for various IIoT network contexts including those that do not rely on 6LoWPAN. A comprehensive analysis of various CoAP implementations for IIoT is presented in [49].

2) MQTT

MQTT is a publish/subscribe [50] based communication protocol that is fast becoming a standard in various IIoT applications due to it being lightweight. MQTT enables devices to exchange data by relying on an entity called a broker to which devices publish data, and from which devices retrieve data.

In the original design of MQTT, security was left to other protocols such as SSL/TLS. However, due to the inherent complexities involved in these protocols, they are not ideal for deployment in IIoT applications enabled by small devices. To remedy this, there has been efforts to design lightweight security protocols to augment the raw MQTT protocol. In [51], a secure version of MQTT, termed SMQTT, has been proposed that is based on the Attribute Based Encryption (ABE) mechanism [35]. In addition to SMQTT being lightweight owing to the fact that it is underpinned by lightweight elliptic curve based crypto system, the ABE mechanism allows it to effect broadcast encryption - a desirable property in resource-constrained IIoT environments since broadcast reduces traffic and processing time at the sender’s end. Problems such as key revocation, key renewal, and group publish/subscribe without a trust anchor remain unresolved. To the best knowledge of the authors, there are no other lightweight security solutions that attempt to address the various security aspects of MQTT, ranging from device
IV. SECURE CONNECTIVITY IN THE IIoT

Secure communication in the IIoT requires a myriad of security protocols, hardware, and other components to work in harmony. The requirements for secure connectivity, as defined by the IIC and the OpenFog Consortium, show many similarities that allow for the two standards to be used as complementary documentation towards the development of a secure connectivity strategy for the IIoT. A high degree of overlap occurs in both the requirements and implementation technologies. This is summarised in Table 3. The use of similar or exact technologies to guarantee security services for edge devices [52] and connectivity security aid in highlighting connectivity security as an extension of edge device security and supports the need to guarantee strong edge device security from the inception of an IIoT network. The extension of these implementing technologies also allows for load sharing of the security requirements between the two network areas while building in redundancies that could serve as backup protections in the event of a security breach.

A. AUTHENTICATION

The IIC and OpenFog Consortium frameworks recommend establishing a root of trust from which credentials for authentication, non-repudiation and integrity checking can be derived. The root of trust is to establish initial confidence within the system operations, which then further supports the establishment of confidence in knowing that entities requesting network access are both authorised to access network resources and that they cannot access resources for which they do not have access permission [10]. The root of trust also aids with establishing network integrity by providing a baseline for identifying and preventing unauthorised access attempts [10]. Authentication mechanisms based on physical proximity of entities have also been proposed for the IIoT [53].

To create a secure network root of trust, the security framework recommends the use of a hardware root of trust (HRoT) mechanism such as a hardware security module (HSM), and a Trusted Platform Module (TPM) [10]. HSMs are Systems on Chip (SoC) solutions that can be used to provide minimum cryptographic functions, such as encryption, decryption, key generation, digital signing, and hashing, along with providing physical tamper resistance and physical isolation of security and cryptographic functions [54]. Some areas of very active research include recent work developing tamper-resistant/tamper-evident hardware, FPGAs with encrypted bitstreams [55], physically unclonable functions [56] or hardware-based Trusted Computing Bases (TCBs) for low power embedded devices [57].

As was seen in edge device security, using hardware security chips as the sole security solution can serve to shorten the effective security lifetime of the secure network as standards groups continually work to update existing standards.

As the chips are hard-soldered into edge nodes, they would be difficult to replace and with large network deployments, such an operation would be highly expensive and infeasible. Also, the selection of an appropriate physical security protection mechanism and chip-to-chip communication protocol becomes highly important as additional care would need to be taken to protect the communication paths between the MCU and the crypto accelerator to ensure that no security information is leaked.

B. ACCESS CONTROL

Access control machinery is necessary to safeguard the IIoT systems. Recently, researchers have recognized that access control needs to be tailored to the specificities of the IoT [58], [59]. For instance, Jafarnejad et al. [60] has revealed a platform based on the Open Vehicle Monitoring System (OVMS)\(^1\) that can achieve illegal access to the internal network of an all-electric car. Moreover, according to [58], attackers were successful to get access to millions of IoT nodes and exploited them as botnet zombies to start a DDoS attack to DNS servers run by Dyn Inc [61], [62].

Techniques implementing access control, network segmentation and data and communications isolation in the IIoT remain largely academic, meaning they are subject to a wide variety of short comings that are to be handled as future work and overall lack consensus on a standard methodology with which to provide the security service for general network applications. A larger push needs to be made towards the development and verification of usable, commercial, standard solutions based research efforts already concluded. However, this requires increased collaboration across various fields in engineering and computer science along with increased collaborative development efforts between academia, private and public sectors.

CP-ABE-based [63] encryption mechanisms can also be used to enforce access control rules. By grouping and configuring devices in various access groups, data can be encrypted in such a way that only a device with a specified access right can decrypt it. These kinds of schemes help one achieve different objectives in simultaneously, in this case confidentiality and enforcing access control.

C. IDENTITY MANAGEMENT

Identity management solutions are required in order to deal with the problem of naming, addressing and discovery of IIoT devices. Identity management in IIoT assumes an elevated level of importance because a rogue device can force a system to take actions that are hazardous. Identity management is a multi-faceted problem that encompasses the following issues [64]:

- Having in place proper naming and addressing mechanisms
- Defining the identity of an entity
- Storing relevant information about entities

\(^1\)OVMS website: http://www.openvehicles.com/

...
• Defining interfaces to access entities
• Defining roles and relationships among entities

One of the challenges with regards to naming and addressing is the sheer number of IIoT devices, which makes it hard or impossible to use conventional addressing and naming schemes such as IP and domain names. Other factors that potentially exacerbate the problem include managing mobility of devices and subsequent name or address changes, identity theft and having scalable device discovery mechanism [65]. There are many identity management solutions in the literature, such as OpenID [66] for identity management and Library Alliance [67] for trust management. Future identity management solutions need to solve problems related with managing identities of devices in proprietary networks, devising a naming and addressing mechanism that scales with the constantly growing number of devices, and a fast way of discovering devices to meet the often stringent timing requirement IIoT application demand.

Identity management solutions that are comprehensive in terms of being privacy-preserving, and encompassing related issues such as anonymity, zero-knowledge proofs and authentication have been proposed in [68]. Similar identity management solutions that are tailor-made for specific IIoT deployments and requirements would be desirable towards creating a more secure and privacy-preserving IIoT environment.

D. KEY MANAGEMENT

Secure key exchange and storage is a problem that manifests itself at various connectivity protocol layers in which cryptographic mechanisms are required to provide security services. This is made difficult given that devices in the IIoT are resource-constrained and that both data and devices are physically exposed to attackers. Key management solutions based on public cryptography are infeasible for the IIoT owing to the complex computations that are inherent to public key cryptography.

To tackle the problems related with the computationally limited nature of IIoT devices, key management solutions based on lightweight cryptography have been proposed. However, maintaining a certain security level and ensuring that key management primitives are computationally feasible for the smallest devices is difficult. The physical accessibility of devices also poses a new security challenge that is not common in the conventional Internet where computers are not physically reachable by an attacker. A key management scheme would need to include mechanisms to protect against tampering attacks and detection and recovery mechanism [69] for when such attacks succeed.

E. DATA FLOW CONFIDENTIALITY

The use of cryptography in connectivity architectures allows for the encryption of sensor data generated at and transmitted from the network edge. Cryptographic services for data and communications confidentiality may be implemented in either software or hardware with connectivity protocols already defining their support of specific crypto algorithms. As part of the requirements proposed by the OpenFog Consortium, devices and connectivity protocols that are intended for fog-enabled industrial internet networks need to be able to support a variety of open, vetted cryptographic algorithms [12], [70], [71]. Depending on the network tolerance for delay and the size constraints on the device, software, hardware acceleration or hybrid solutions may be used to provide cryptographic services.

F. DATA ISOLATION FOR IIoT COMMUNICATIONS

The use of isolation techniques can be used to shelter parts of the IIoT network to prevent the cascade of undesirable effects caused by a failure of some parts of the network [10]. Physical isolation techniques may also be used to provide security separately from operational devices by employing the use of a separate, security dedicated device. One such example, proposed within the IIC security framework, is a dedicated security gateway for communications security between legacy deployments and the wider IIoT network [10]. Isolation can be achieved through the use of the operating system to isolate business and operational processes from security processes (process isolation), or the use of boundaries as determined by hardware, software or a hybrid implementation (container isolation), or through a hypervisor configured to isolate each running instance on an endpoint device (virtual isolation) [10]. Isolation practices are implemented as part of solutions already highlighted. HSM provides physical isolation of security processes.

Currently, hypervisor and container-based technologies remain mainly focused on securing traditional ICT technologies and operating systems. Solutions for the IIoT are slowly emerging with implementations focusing on the development of container technologies for IoT cloud services or Linux-based embedded operating systems designed to support gateway functions.

G. FILTERING AND ACCESS CONTROL IN THE IIoT

Three main models for access control have been proposed for the IIoT. In the centralised model, filtering operations are compared against the predefined security and authorisation policies with endpoint devices taking on the role of only being information providers [72]. In the hybrid approach, the centralised server accepts requests from end users, evaluates the current environment information provided from endpoint devices and makes the decision whether to allow or deny access; generating an authentication token for acceptances or rejection messages for refusals [72]. The main drawbacks of these models are the provision of a central point of failure, reduced efficiency, bottlenecks in the communications flow and the dependence on the timely arrival of contextual information from the endpoint devices to be able to make informed access right decisions [72]. The distributed approach to access control identifies endpoint devices as smart resources able to obtain, process and distribute access control information to other services and...
I. SOFTWARE DEFINED NETWORKS AND NETWORK FUNCTION VIRTUALIZATION

The Software Defined Networks (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) approaches provide organizational security features in the IoT systems [81]. NFV offers some benefits in delivering virtual appliances in the edge and remote cloud data centers [82]. Edge computing has close contact with sensors and actuators. The demand for cloud, fog, and edge computing architectures is enlarged with the evolution of the IIoT application [5]. Authentication, Access, and Authorization (AAA) are three factors required for the intended IIoT security. The demand for end-to-end communication in IIoT necessitates comprehensive data privacy as well [5]. SDN is needed to integrate the new virtualized services into the current structure to implement networking countermeasures to eliminate/reduce cyberattacks [81]. The SDN/NFV-based virtual AAA and virtual Channel-Protection solution for IoT networks presented in [81] offers a policy-aware approach to manage AAA and channel protection in SDN/NFV-enabled IoT networks. In which, the virtual AAA and Channel-Protection Network Security. Functions are dynamically operated at the edge to enhance the devices’ bootstrapping and support the access control of IoT nodes to the network.

V. PRIVACY IN THE IIoT

IIoT applications are enabled by devices that generate, process and exchange vast amounts of data which, if not collected, processed and exchanged in a secure way, can compromise the user privacy required to maintain a competitive advantage. Ensuring privacy is a complex problem involving social, legal and technical challenges, e.g. Stankovic [83] discusses in detail why defining privacy policies and enforcing them is a difficult task in IoT in general. This section provides a brief overview of this area.

Privacy in IIoT generally has two aspects [84]: protecting data collected from unauthorized access and ensuring that the location of a sensor or actuator is kept secret, as exposing location information could be a security and safety risk. A wide variety of threats that could impact the secure operation of the IIoT network as a consequence of a lack of privacy preservation. Some of the threats identified by Seliem et al in [85] include: user identification, user tracking, profiling, utility monitoring and network control [85]. Ensuring privacy through the IIoT network requires consideration at various levels of the architecture. At the device layer, solutions providing access control, authentication mechanisms, data encryption and secure channels would be required to counter attacks that could compromise the privacy of the edge nodes such as side channel attacks, node capture, fake node insertion, replay or routing attacks [85]. Moving up towards the platform layer, more pre-processing operations are being handled making preventing attacks such as eavesdropping and MitM more significant towards ensuring continued privacy [85]. When considering the application layer, privacy

H. MANUFACTURER USAGE DESCRIPTION

One of the main standards that enforce behavioral security profiles is the Manufacturer Usage Description (MUD) model [77], which allows operators to particularize their devices’ application to limit the attack surface of a particular system. MUD has been introduced as an Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) model [78]. The MUD’s primary goal is to restrict the attack surface of a particular machine by setting strategies or Access Control mechanisms to limit the interaction with other services or devices. Moreover, it is regarded as a promising technique to protect IoT networks against denial of service (DoS) attacks [77]. MUD is directed to the behavior of IoT devices with a particular or single purpose, as IoT devices usually interact by recognizable models [79]. Notably, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) acknowledged the MUD utilization to minimize IoT-based automated distributed threats [80].

devices [72]. Authorisation decisions are then based on the local area state information provided by collaborating neighbour nodes.

A popular distributed access control model is capability-based access control (CapBAC), which is based on the idea presented in [73] that a device presents a token or key that grants it permission for access to a resource or protected area [72]. To minimise the communication transactions needed during the authentication process, a requesting device attaches its token together with its request, detailing the permission rights allocated to the requesting device on reception by the receiver device [72]. While it presents as the most ideal solution for access control in the IIoT, CapBAC has several drawbacks. In its native implementation, CapBAC appears vulnerable to replay attacks of the device capability, does not fully solve the issues of containment of unauthorized information flows to restricted areas and resources specific access denial rules are not expressed and published to the wider network [74]. To solve this, Gong et al. [74] proposed a secure identity-based capability system (ICAP), in which access to a resource is granted only in events where the capability presented by a requesting device matches the token stored on an access management entity such as a fog node or gateway device [74]. However, the solution failed to define the security policy that is to be used for capability creation and propagation and failed to define what contextual information would be required for making access control decisions [75]. Another adaptation, proposed by Mahalle in [76], utilised public key cryptography to provide the device capability token to a capability based access control device which provides a verification interface for device tokens before allowing communications to be established between requested and receiver devices [76] however it too failed to adequately address the propagation and renovation of compromised capability access tokens and efficient network interoperability [75].

I. SOFTWARE DEFINED NETWORKS AND NETWORK FUNCTION VIRTUALIZATION

The Software Defined Networks (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) approaches provide organizational security features in the IoT systems [81]. NFV offers some benefits in delivering virtual appliances in the edge and remote cloud data centers [82]. Edge computing has close contact with sensors and actuators. The demand for cloud, fog, and edge computing architectures is enlarged with the evolution of the IIoT application [5]. Authentication, Access, and Authorization (AAA) are three factors required for the intended IIoT security. The demand for end-to-end communication in IIoT necessitates comprehensive data privacy as well [5]. SDN is needed to integrate the new virtualized services into the current structure to implement networking countermeasures to eliminate/reduce cyberattacks [81]. The SDN/NFV-based virtual AAA and virtual Channel-Protection solution for IoT networks presented in [81] offers a policy-aware approach to manage AAA and channel protection in SDN/NFV-enabled IoT networks. In which, the virtual AAA and Channel-Protection Network Security. Functions are dynamically operated at the edge to enhance the devices’ bootstrapping and support the access control of IoT nodes to the network.

V. PRIVACY IN THE IIoT

IIoT applications are enabled by devices that generate, process and exchange vast amounts of data which, if not collected, processed and exchanged in a secure way, can compromise the user privacy required to maintain a competitive advantage. Ensuring privacy is a complex problem involving social, legal and technical challenges, e.g. Stankovic [83] discusses in detail why defining privacy policies and enforcing them is a difficult task in IoT in general. This section provides a brief overview of this area.

Privacy in IIoT generally has two aspects [84]: protecting data collected from unauthorized access and ensuring that the location of a sensor or actuator is kept secret, as exposing location information could be a security and safety risk. A wide variety of threats that could impact the secure operation of the IIoT network as a consequence of a lack of privacy preservation. Some of the threats identified by Seliem et al in [85] include: user identification, user tracking, profiling, utility monitoring and network control [85]. Ensuring privacy through the IIoT network requires consideration at various levels of the architecture. At the device layer, solutions providing access control, authentication mechanisms, data encryption and secure channels would be required to counter attacks that could compromise the privacy of the edge nodes such as side channel attacks, node capture, fake node insertion, replay or routing attacks [85]. Moving up towards the platform layer, more pre-processing operations are being handled making preventing attacks such as eavesdropping and MitM more significant towards ensuring continued privacy [85]. When considering the application layer, privacy
**TABLE 3. Summary of connectivity and edge device security technologies.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security services</th>
<th>IIC Security objectives</th>
<th>OpenFog implementation requirements</th>
<th>Available technologies [Edge and connectivity]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Authentication</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>IHoT security credentials</td>
<td>Device-allocated security credentials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-repudiation</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>IHoT security credentials</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data confidentiality</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Encryption</td>
<td>Encryption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic flow confidentiality</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Encryption</td>
<td>Encryption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access control</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Service provider security policy</td>
<td>Pog manager security policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data encryption</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>HW accelerators</td>
<td>Crypto-enabled embedded processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications protocols</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>SOAP, COAP with WSS, TLS or DTLS</td>
<td>IEE 802.15.6, 802.11, 6LowPAN, WiFi, Bluetooth, Zigbee, COAP, IPv6, TCP, UDP, 5082.1AR, 802.1AE, 802.1X, IPsec and DTLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data isolation</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Not covered within the OpenFog framework</td>
<td>Hardware isolation, TEE, process, container isolation, hypervisor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segmentation</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Not covered within the OpenFog framework</td>
<td>Firewalls, intrusion detection, autonomous segmentation based on zero trust</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

preservation will start requiring the inclusion of non-technical solutions such as thorough end user training and implementation of security management policies to reduce the risk that human interactions and interventions open new entryways in the security attack space for malicious attackers [85].

Given the multi-faceted nature of privacy in IIoT, independent efforts to address privacy in IIoT fall short of providing a comprehensive solution to all privacy issues that may potentially arise. Privacy preserving, computational models, such as (fully) homomorphic encryption [86], are generally good in theory, however they are currently not mature technologies [87]. Privacy enhancing techniques such as differential privacy [84] and local differential privacy [88] are considered as alternatives towards achieving location privacy; with privacy preserving data aggregation mechanisms, seen in smart grid applications, proposed in [89]. For hop-to-hop, physical layer privacy, standard solutions are to employ end-to-end encryption (E2E) mechanisms however, this is challenging to implement in the IIoT [90]. Blockchain-enabled IIoT [91], data anonymisation [92], content-oriented protection [93], privacy frameworks [94], [95] and distributed data privacy protections [96] are also being considered as potential solutions towards IIoT privacy preservation.

Maintaining privacy in the IIoT is made more challenging when data is stored and processed in a cloud service owned by third parties. A mechanism is required to ensure that the data in the hands of a third party is processed in such a manner that it does not compromise the privacy of the entity that owns the data [97]. The authors of [98] propose a privacy-preserving mechanism for an IIoT application to outsource computations to a cloud source provider. Privacy enhancing messaging protocols such as XMPP could be potential alternatives if they could be optimized for resource-constrained devices.

Solutions designed towards maintaining privacy in the IIoT domain need to consider various application domain and end user requirements going forward; including those highlighted in RFC7452 [99], which proposes the various architectural considerations that are required as part of smart object networking. As such, when designing privacy solutions for the IIoT, developers would need to focus on:

- Identifying business processes and operations which need to operate in a privacy-preserving manner. Following this, privacy policy statements need to be stated in a manner that is clear to understand and practically enforceable. This problem is complex in general, and it is even more complex in the IIoT due to fact that data is required to travel through sub-systems made up of heterogeneous software and hardware, sometimes owned by third-parties as in the case of cloud storage that the owner of the data cannot control. In such cases, inconsistencies in privacy policy might arise. Therefore, it is important that there is a mechanism in place for resolving such inconsistencies.
Cryptographic mechanisms are generally employed to enforce privacy policies. The challenge is designing a privacy-enhancing crypto-system that is not computationally heavy to resource-constrained nodes in the IIoT network. Heavy-weight crypto in the IIoT could slow down computations resulting in processes not meeting strict deadline requirements. Non-crypto based privacy-enhancing solutions such as anonymizing data, developing data analyses tools that deal with aggregate data should be further explored.

- Delegating big-data processing tasks to a third-party cloud service provides an opportunity for fast and efficient data processing services but also presents a challenge with regards to privacy. Ensuring that data is processed by a third-party cloud service without it learning privacy-sensitive information is a critical privacy problem that many IIoT businesses must deal with.
- Ensuring transparency regarding the data collection, handling and processing operations of the network would need to be afforded to end users such that they are aware of the associated risks and the mechanisms that would be in place to mitigate them, the data which may be collected and for what purpose this data would be used in the network operations. This transparency would afford for additional accountability for network operations and would assist towards complying with international data protection laws [99].
- Limiting the amount of data collected by edge devices to the minimum data points that are required and relevant for network operations while continuing to employ anonymisation techniques on personally identifiable information as much as is feasible [99].
- Developing clear data access policies and implementing appropriate access control measures capable of defining to whom edge node data is accessible and under which pre-existing conditions such data access may occur [99].

VI. RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

The research required to address the challenges discussed so far is multi-faceted. In some respects, the IIoT is similar to the general IoT, and research problems in the IoT such as designing secure crypto-systems tailored towards resource-constrained devices; putting in place a mechanism for secure and reliable operation in the face of failures and successful attacks; and designing secure data analytics mechanisms are important in the IIoT as well. However, the IIoT is intended to support industrial systems, which rely on time-sensitive information, e.g., real-time sensor data and control commands, so any security mechanism would need to provide security services while also ensuring the continues timeliness of data communication.

Given the sheer size of the data most IIoT systems rely on, it is sensible to store data in a third-party data storage system. This raises an immediate concern regarding the confidentiality of the data in the hands of a third party, and with regard to maintaining privacy to keep important business assets away from competitors. Homomorphic encryption and searchable encryption mechanism has emerged as potential solutions to these problems, but further research needs to be done with regard to scaling, fast and secure delivery of data from the cloud in time-critical applications, and reliable recovery mechanisms when the data in third-party storage systems is compromised.

From a cryptographic perspective, another important research area is designing secure quantum-safe crypto-systems commensurate with resource-constrained devices. This is a concern about which different researchers have different views regarding priority and whether it is something researchers should invest their effort in [100]. We believe that given the enormous importance of the IIoT, and given the benefits of public-key cryptography in managing key material for a large amount of devices, that it is important that quantum-safe security mechanisms suitable for the IIoT are developed.

Another research challenge relates to the heterogeneous nature of the hardware and software employed in many IIoT deployments. Ensuring that required security services are guaranteed as data travels across multiple layers and a disparate set of hardware and software is a challenge. This is specially critical in contexts where end-to-end encryption needs to be provided as data travels across multiple hardware from various vendors, and with disparate software and implementations of security protocols.

For IIoT deployments where an attacker could physically tamper with a device, research into designing tamper-resistance hardware and maintaining operational safety in the face of such physical attacks needs to be considered. Designing a mechanism for detecting, and recovering from, device-capture-attacks [101] is an important problem in the IIoT where a successful attack on a single device (such as stealing a cryptographic key) could cause a huge damage to the whole network.

In safety-critical applications, implementing proper security and privacy mechanisms may not suffice. Certification authorities could demand that a proof that the system works as intended be presented. Demonstrating that an IIoT infrastructure meets a given set of security and safety requirements is a hard problem, as elaborated in [83], and further research needs to be done on how to show that a complex IIoT system provides a set of specific safety guarantees.

To enhance privacy, data collection and analytics should be done in a privacy-preserving manner. One way of achieving this is by anonymizing collected data. There could also arise a need for ascertaining the identities of devices by asking them to prove themselves without revealing anything. Therefore (pseudo)anonymization and and zero-knowledge proof techniques suitable for the IIoT should be studied and developed for the IIoT.

Finally, an important research direction concerns integrating the IIoT with other emerging technologies, such as 5G and blockchain technologies. There are some nascent efforts towards this end. In [102], how 5G can be employed for efficient management of energy in the IIoT has
been discussed. The authors of [103] have proposed how blockchain can be used for distributed data storage in the IIoT. We believe a more comprehensive framework and strategy for integrating the IIoT to other technologies is required. Such a framework would need to take into account the disparate nature of various IIoT deployments, specific requirement with regard to security, timeliness, scalability, compatibility and other similar factors [83].

VII. CONCLUSION

The IIoT is rapidly becoming an integral component in various industrial processes such as factories and safety-critical control applications. The IIoT is inherently complex, consisting of heterogeneous hardware and software, sub-systems interacting in complex ways, and stringent security, safety and privacy requirements. Guaranteeing security and privacy in the IIoT is hard in part because of the complexity of the systems and in part because it is hard to clearly specify security requirements and implement them in a manner that can be proved. The paper attempted to provide a holistic overview of security and privacy in the IIoT in relation to recommendations from well-known standardization bodies, so that researchers and practitioners alike could easily see where various security protocol at various layers fit in the bigger picture. A thorough analysis of various security protocols and solutions, with emphasis on pointing out security weaknesses and vulnerabilities has been provided. The paper also outlined possible directions for further research to bridge some of the security and privacy problems that the IIoT now faces. Finally, current research and implementation efforts that attempt to integrate the IIoT with emerging technologies like 5G have been pointed out, with suggestions for future work in that direction.
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